
The diaphragm 
 

When the muscle of the respiratory diaphragm contracts, it pulls the central tendon downward, thus 
reducing the intrathoracic pressure and increasing intra-thoracic volume. At the same time it 
increases intra-abdominal pressure and reduces intra-abdominal volume. A contraction of the 
respiratory diaphragm also exerts an inferiorly directed traction upon the pericardium which is 
transmitted via fascial continuity through the carotid sheath to the base of the skull. Hence, patients 
with chronic diaphragmatic hypertonicity frequently manifest less than optimal craniosacral system 
mobility. 

 The diaphragm is innervated by branches of the ventral primary divisions of thoracic nerves 9 
through 12 and by the phrenic nerve, which arises primarily from the 4th cervical nerve but which 
may also receive contributions from the 3rd and 5th cervical nerves. An abnormal state of 
hypertonus or contracture of the respiratory diaphragm may occur unilaterally or bilaterally. It may 
occur from problems associated with any one or all of the lower four thoracic nerves on one or both 
sides. It may occur as a result of problems along the course of one or both of the phrenic nerves or 
from one or both sides of the cervical region at the levels of the 3rd, 4th and/or 5th segments. It may 
occur from inflammation of the pleura which spreads to the diaphragm, from pericarditis and from 
inflammation of the hepato-biliary system and other related abdominal viscera. 

 Dysfunction of the diaphragm may also occur secondary to somatic dysfunction which involves the 
lower six ribs, the sternum and xiphoid process, the upper three lumbar vertebrae, the psoas major 
muscle, the quadratus lumborum and/or the fasciae related to any of the structures named above. It 
may also occur secondary to inflammation of any of the structures which pass through it, such as the 
aorta, the esophagus or the vena cava. 

 The significant point is that abnormal hypertonus of the diaphragm is a common secondary finding 
in a vast number of conditions. Frequently, after the primary condition is cleared, the diaphragm 
autonomously maintains and continues the asymmetrical tension patterns and abnormal hypertonus 
created within it. The dysfunctioning diaphragm then interferes not only with proper breathing 
activity but also with craniosacral system function and freedom of fascial mobility. The patient is thus 
somewhat devitalized. This reduced level of health sets the scene for recurrent illnesses, vague 
complaints of fatigue, migratory pains, the accumulation of toxic wastes due to reduced fluid 
mobility and gaseous exchanges, depression and general malaise. 

 The above scenario provides some of the basis for our contention that with all craniosacral system 
dysfunctions, special diagnostic and therapeutic attention should be paid to the naturally occurring 
cross-restrictions of the human body. The technique for releasing abnormal tension in the respiratory 
diaphragm is quite simple. The patient lies supine upon the treatment table. The therapist sits 
comfortably next to the patient. Place one of your hands under the thoracolumbar region of the 
patient so that the spines of the 12th thoracic and the upper three lumbar vertebrae are in the palm 
of your hand.  



Your other hand, placed anteriorly, should cover the epigastrium, the xiphoid process and the 
anterior inferior costal margins. While using one hand under the patient as a rather firm and 
immovable foundation, apply pressure from anterior to posterior with the anteriorly placed hand. 
Begin the pressure very lightly, then slowly increase it until you feel a motion within the patient.  

When you perceive this motion, follow it in any direction which it tends to go. maintain the anterior-
posterior compression with just enough force to cause this inherent motion to occur and continue. 

 The inherent motion which you perceive may be predominant in either the posterior or the anterior 
regions of the patient's body, or it may appear to be uniform throughout the body. You may palpate 
it as a shear, a torsion, a rotation or any combination of these. Any other possibilities which 
represent the releasing of hypertonic tissues may occur. 

 When you consider the directional orientation of the muscle fibers of the diaphragm, it becomes 
apparent how various restrictions and distortions of tissue motion can occur. Not only are all 
transverse angles represented by these fibers, but the variation of angle from almost longitudinal to 
transverse is great.  

This circumstance provides a three-dimensional potential for the restriction of normal mobility. 
Additionally, these angles change as respiratory effort and other variables change the level of the 
diaphragm between the thoracic and abdominal cavities. 

 As the tissues between your hands begin to relax, a new balance will be achieved within the 
patient's body. This new condition will be heralded by a softening of the tissues which is readily 
perceptible. Once that softening occurs, the anterior-posterior compression is gradually released and 
the diaphragm is considered to be freed and balanced. 

 If you are in doubt, remove your hand, wait 1 to 2 minutes and repeat the procedure. If the 
diaphragm is free of abnormal hypertonus, a symmetrical spread will be perceived as the anterior-
posterior compression is reintroduced into the patient's body. If the diaphragm could benefit from 
further treatment, an asymmetrical, inherent motion will be felt as the appropriate amount of 
pressure is applied. The procedure can be repeated as often as is necessary to obtain a symmetrical 
balance. 

 


